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In the light of recent experimental results from IceCube, LHC searches for scalar leptoquark, and the
flavor anomalies RK and RK� , we analyze two scalar leptoquark models with hypercharge Y ¼ 1=6 and
Y ¼ 7=6. We consider the 53 high-energy starting events from IceCube and perform a statistical analysis,
taking into account both the Standard Model and leptoquark contribution together. The lighter leptoquark
states that are in agreement with IceCube are strongly constrained from LHC di-lepton+dijet search.
Heavier leptoquarks in the TeV mass range are in agreement both with IceCube and LHC. We furthermore
show that leptoquark, which explains the B-physics anomalies and does not have any coupling with the
third generation of quarks and leptons, can be strongly constrained.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.98.035014

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of the Higgs boson [1,2] completes
the StandardModel (SM) of particle physics as an effective,
well-tested, theory up to the energy range around the
electroweak scale. However, it fails to explain apparent
observations in Nature, e.g., the observed neutrino mass,
matter-antimatter asymmetry or dark matter, and it cannot
provide a fundamental reason for the quantization of the
particles’ charges or a possible unification of the standard
model gauge groups. Thus, the primary task of experiments
that can access the high-energy regime is to search for new
particles and interactions which are necessary ingredients
to the extensions of the SM.
Leptoquarks (LQ), particles that simultaneously carry

lepton number (L) and baryon number (B), are predicted by
a large variety of new physics scenarios, in particular by

grand unified theories (GUTs) [3,4], the Pati-Salam model
[5], and extended technicolor models [6,7]. Assuming that
leptoquark interactions with SM particles are SUð3ÞC ×
SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY invariant and have dimensionless cou-
plings, there are only twelve different types of leptoquarks,
according to the possible assignments of their respective
quantum numbers [8–10]. Half of the leptoquark types are
of scalar nature and the other half of vector nature. Yet, in
each case the coupling structure to different SM gener-
ations can be highly complex, unless constrained by the UV
theory from which the leptoquark descends.
Historically, experimental searches for leptquarks have

been a high priority and have been performed at awide range
of collider experiments, e.g., at HERA [11,12], the Tevatron
[13], LEP [14], or the LHC [15–18]. The ATLAS and CMS
collaborations searched for leptoquarks coupled predomi-
nantly to the first two generation SM fermions, focusing on
final states with two electrons or muons and two jets
[15,16,19–21]. Absence of deviations fromSMbackgrounds
limits the leptoquark mass toMLQ ≥ 1100 GeV at 90%C.L.
[16]. Additionally, searches by CMS have further con-
strained third-generation leptoquarks to MLQ ≥ 850 GeV
[17,18]. Previous bounds on their masses were MLQ >
699 GeV from HERA [12] and MLQ > 225 GeV from the
Tevatron [13].
Interestingly, recent flavor anomalies, indicating the

violation of lepton-flavor universality in rare b-transitions
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measured by ATLAS [22], CMS [23], and LHCb [24–30],
have reignited the interest in leptoquark phenomenology
[29,31–46].
Other than the collider constraints, leptoquarks can also

be searched in the high-energy neutrino-neucleon inter-
actions, namely at the IceCube Neutrino Observatory in
Antarctica [47–49]. The four year high-energy starting
events (HESE) sample [48,49], reported by the IceCube
Collaboration span an energy range from 22 TeV to 2 PeV.
The three events above a PeV in energy have raised a
considerable amount of interests in recent years [50–64]. A
primary goal of this work is to constrain leptoquark mass
and coupling using all of the HESE sample. We also
critically reexamine the idea that scalar leptoquarks can
provide a natural explanation to the three events seen
above a PeV at the IceCube. Indeed, the center of mass
energy scale of a PeV neutrino colliding with a nucleon at
rest is just the right scale to excite a ∼TeV leptoquark
resonance [65]. Many studies have made the claim that
such a process can improve the fit to the observed event rate
[50,52–54,56,57]. These are often framed in terms of an
excess that requires a nonstandard explanation; however, it
should be stressed that the observed event rate fallswithin the
expected Waxman-Bahcall flux [66], consistent with a
common origin with cosmic rays (see also [67] for a review).
In this work, analyzing the leptoquark contribution to the

IceCube events, we pinpoint few major improvements as
compared to the existing analysis. These include (1) the
inclusion of the whole energy range of 10 TeV to 10 PeV,
including the energy bins in which no events have been
observed, and (2) a simultaneous fit of new physics and SM
contribution to the 53 observed events in 4 years of data.
While point (1) generally reduces the goodness of fit of any
new component on top of the SM event rate, point (2)
represents a very crucial improvement: we will find that by
allowing the spectral index and normalizations of the
incoming astrophysical flux and atmospheric backgrounds
to vary freely, it is not possible to single out a LQ signal
while remaining consistent with the model still allowed by
LHC data. Any small improvement in the goodness of fit
furthermore remains much lower than the 1σ level.
This paper is structured as follows: We begin by

describing the details of the two benchmark models that
we consider in Sec. II. We then examine the effect of these
models on the observed neutrino event rate at IceCube in
Sec. III. We present the exclusions from LHC and the
discussion on flavor anomalies in Secs. IV and V, respec-
tively. Appendices A and B provide the detailed cross
sections used for our IceCube analysis. We conclude
in Sec. VI.

II. MODELS

In this section we briefly review the models of interest:
(A) scalar leptoquark χ1 having the representations
ð3; 2; 1=6Þ, and (B) scalar leptoquark χ2 having the

representation ð3; 2; 7=6Þ under the SM gauge group
SUð3Þc ⊗ SUð2ÞL ⊗ Uð1ÞY . χ1 can be represented as
χ1 ¼ ðχ2=31 ; χ−1=31 ÞT, where χ2=3 and χ−1=3 are the compo-
nents of SUð2ÞL doublets; the superscripts represent their
corresponding electromagnetic charges. The other lepto-
quark χ2 has the form χ2¼ðχ5=32 ;χ2=32 ÞT. Below, we discuss
the Lagrangian for the two leptoquarks mentioned above:

(i) The leptoquark χ1ð3; 2; 1=6Þ: The Yukawa interac-
tion of χ1 with SM fermions can be given as

LΦ ¼−xijd̄iRχ1:l
j
LþH:c:

¼−xijd̄iPLljχ
2=3
1 þxijd̄iPLν

jχ−1=31 þH:c:; ð1Þ

where lL is the SUð2ÞL doublet lepton, l ¼ ðe; μ; τÞ
are the charged leptons, and i; jð¼1; 2; 3Þ represent
the generation indices of the leptons. In addition to
the Yukawa Lagrangian, the field χ1 has the kinetic
and mass terms

Lk ¼ ðDμχ1Þ†ðDμχ1Þ and Lm ¼ 1

2
m2

χ1χ
†
1χ1 ð2Þ

respectively, whereDμ¼∂μ−igsTaGa−igWi
μ
σi
2
−i g

0
12

denotes the covariant derivative, and mχ1 is the
mass of the leptoquark. Note that the leptoquark
χ1 interacts only with down type of quarks (d, s, b).

(ii) The leptoquark χ2ð3; 2; 7=6Þ: The leptoquark χ2 has
similar SUð3Þc and SUð2ÞL charges, and nontrivial
hypercharge 7=6. The Lagrangian of this leptoquark
field has the following form:

LΦ ¼ −xijūiRχ2:l
j
L þ yijēiRχ

�
2Q

j
L þ H:c:

¼ −xijūiPLljχ
5=3
2 þ xijūiPLν

jχ2=32

þ ðyV†ÞklēkPLulχ
−5=3
2

þ yklēkPLdlχ
−2=3
2 þ H:c: ð3Þ

In the above, the quarks and charged leptons are
written in their mass basis and V is the CKMmatrix.
The kinetic and mass terms of leptoquark are

Lk ¼ ðDμχ2Þ†ðDμχ2Þ; Lm ¼ 1

2
m2

χ2χ
†
2χ2; ð4Þ

where Dμ is the covariant derivative Dμ ¼
∂μ − igsTaGa − igWi

μ
σi
2
− i 7g

0
12
.

The leptoquarks χ1 and χ2 have interactions with the SM
fermions. As we will discuss in the next sections, the
leptoquark components χ1=31 and χ2=32 can have observable
consequences at IceCube.
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III. ICECUBE EVENTS

In this section we discuss the interaction of neutrinos
(and antineutrinos) with detector protons and neutrons,
mediated by the heavy leptoquarks, with the goal of
improving the spectral fit to the observed high-energy
PeV IceCube events. The leptoquark χ−1=31 mediates the
neutral current interactions νidj → νkdl and νid̄j → νkd̄l.
We show the Feynman diagram for these two processes in
Fig. 1. The leptoquark χ2=32 has both the neutral current as
well as charged current interactions, νiu → νiu, νiū → ed,
νd → eu as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the leptoquark χ5=32

does not interact with the light neutrinos, and hence does
not contribute to the IceCube neutrino-nucleon interaction.
For model A, the relevant processes are

(i) ν̄d → ν̄d mediated by s-channel LQ, and simi-
larly νd̄ → νd̄;

(ii) νd → νd mediated by the t-channel LQ, and sim-
ilarly ν̄ d̄ → ν̄ d̄.

In addition to the above, the SM contribution has both the
W� mediated charged current (CC), and Zmediated neutral
current (NC) contributions that give rise to νd → νu,
νu → νd=l, νd → νl, νu → νl and νd=u → νd=u inter-
actions. The expressions for neutrino-nucleon cross sec-
tions are given for both NC and CC processes in
Appendices A and B. The leptoquark χ−1=31 can only

produce shower events, while the leptoquark χ2=32 can
produce both shower and muon track events if ykl is
nonzero for k ¼ 2 or 3. For this analysis, we only allow
the k ¼ 1 final-state charged lepton (i.e., no final-state
muons or taus), so that both CC and NC interactions lead
only to showers.

A. Energy deposition rates at IceCube

We calculate the number of events at IceCube following
the formalism laid out in [68]. The relevant observable at
IceCube is the event rate per deposited electromagnetic
(EM)-equivalent energy. We distinguish between the
incoming neutrino energy Eν, the “true” EM-equivalent
energy Etrue deposited in the ice, and the deposited energy
in the detector, Edep. The latter two are related by a
Gaussian smearing function RðEtrue; Edep; σÞ, with a width
σðEtrueÞ ¼ 0.112Etrue. The neutral current event rate for an
incoming neutrino of flavour j is

dNsh;NC
νj

dEdep
¼ TNA

Z
∞

0

AttviðEνÞ
dϕνjðEνÞ

dEν

Z
1

0

dyMeffðEtrueÞ

× RðEtrue; Edep; σðEtrueÞÞ
dσNCνj ðEν; yÞ

dy
: ð5Þ

In the above, dϕνj=dEν is the astrophysical neutrino flux;
the flavor dependence of the cross section σνj arises from
the leptoquark couplings x1j. T is the exposure time
(1347 days for the four-year HESE sample), and NA is
Avogadro’s number, representing the number of target
nucleons per gram of ice.1 At energies above 10 TeV,
the neutrino mean free path becomes smaller than the
diameter of the Earth, which is included in the attenuation
factor AttνiðEνÞ. To properly take this into account, one
should compute the directionally dependent attenuation
rate by solving the transport equation. We will use angle-
averaged attenuation rates computed by [68]; Ref. [57] has
shown that the impact of LQs on attenuation is quite small.
MeffðEtrueÞ is the effective detector mass as a function of the
true electromagnetic equivalent energy, and can be seen as
the fiducial IceCube volume times an energy-dependent
detector efficiency. A parametrization of this function can
be found in Ref. [68]. Though IceCube provides effective
masses as a function of the incoming neutrino energies,
these depend implicitly on the ν − N cross sections: since
we are searching for effects of new physics, the method of
Eq. (5) must be used. Finally, the true energy Etrue ¼ Eh,
where the hadronic energy Eh ¼ FhðEνyÞEνy. For Fh we
use the parametrization from Ref. [7]:

FhðEXÞ ¼ 1 − ð1 − f0Þ
�
EX

E0

�
−m

; ð6Þ

with f0 ¼ 0.467, E0 ¼ 0.399 GeV, and m ¼ 0.130 [69].
For model B, CC events can also occur. If the final state

is an electron, then the deposition rate is the same as
Eq. (5), but with the cross section replaced with the relevant
CC cross section (detailed in Appendix B 2), and with
Etrue ¼ Eh þ Eνð1 − yÞ to take into account the electron’s
energy deposition.
Finally, we include other Standard Model processes: tau

neutrino CC interactions, which can produce both showers
and muon tracks, as well as muon neutrino CC interactions,
which produce tracks. We furthermore include electron
antineutrino interactions with ice electrons, which become
dominant around the Glashow resonance at Eν ¼ 6.3 PeV
[70]. Though we are interested in new physics contribu-
tions to the total cascade rate, we include the Standard
Model track events as a way of constraining the total
astrophysical flux. The details of these rates are in

FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for neutrino-quark interactions
through LQ χ1=3, relevant for model A.

1Remember that ice is not isoscalar; rather, n∶p ¼ 4∶5must be
used when computing cross sections.
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Appendix B of [68]. We employ the CT14QED [71] PDF
sets, accessed via LHAPDF6 [72].
The dominant production mechanism for astrophysical

neutrinos is expected to be charged pion decay, from high
energy pp and pγ collisions. These produce neutrinos in a
ratio ðνe∶νμ∶ντÞ ¼ ð1∶2∶0Þ. After oscillation over large,
uncorrelated distances, this should average to a composi-
tion very close to ð1∶1∶1Þ which we take to be the flavor
composition of our astrophysical neutrino flux. Known
oscillation physics prevents large deviations from this
flavor ratio, and, in fact, as long as production remains
pion dominated, it remains difficult to stray far from the
ð1∶1∶1Þ composition in new physics scenarios [73].
In addition to astrophysical neutrinos, a non-negligible

fraction of the HESE sample is composed of atmospheric
neutrinos, as well as veto-passing muons from atmospheric
showers. We take the shape of the atmospheric shower
spectrum from [74].2 The atmospheric muon flux uses the
parametrization of Eq. (1) from the same reference.
Finally, it has been shown [68,74,75] that a nonzero

misidentification rate of tracks as showers (e.g., from large
muon inelasticity, events near the detector edge, etc.)
affects reported event topologies. This was notably the
reason behind the lower-than-expected track-to-shower
ratio in the HESE data sets since the first two years’ data
[76–78]. We include this by making the replacements to
expected track (tr) and shower (sh) event rates λ:

λtr → ð1 − pmIDÞλtr; ð7Þ

λsh → λsh þ pmIDλ
tr; ð8Þ

with the mis-ID probability set to pmID ¼ 0.2. This is lower
than the published value of 0.3 [75], which also included
lower-energy (medium energy starting events, MESE)
events for which track reconstruction is inherently more
difficult. We note that a proper quantification of pmID has
never been performed, and we will return to the effects of
varying this quantity in Sec. III C.

B. Comparison with IceCube data

Out of the 53 events3 in the 4-year HESE sample, 14 are
muon tracks and 39 are cascades. Among these roughly 14
are expected to be from atmospheric muons, and 7 from
atmospheric neutrino events [48,49]. We are interested in
the effect of a new scalar leptoquark on the goodness of fit
of the model (SMþ LQ) to the 4-year publicly available
data. We make two crucial changes with respect to previous
studies:
(1) We simultaneously fit the background (Standard

Model) contribution, by allowing the following
four parameters to vary: the astrophysical spectral
index γ, the astrophysical flux normalization ϕ0, the
atmospheric neutrino rate Nν;atm, and the veto-
passing atmospheric muon rate Nμ.

(2) We include all energy bins from 10 TeV to 10 PeV,
including bins in which zero events were observed.
We separate this range into 15 logarithmically
spaced bins for showers, and the same number for
muon tracks. This distinction is important, as the
different contributions to the event rates have very
different topological signatures.

These are crucial: previous studies [50,52,53,56,57] have
examined the impact of an extra leptoquark-induced
interaction (or a similar R-parity violating SUSY model
[54]) on the best-fit fluxes reported by the IceCube
Collaboration. However, this is not self-consistent, as the
fluxes were derived using the same data set. Indeed, there is
a large degeneracy between the flux normalization, spectral
component, and new physics contribution; these must all be
taken into account simultaneously, along with the atmos-
pheric flux normalizations. The inclusion of zero-event bins
is also critical, as we will find that any improvement to the
fit to the three observed PeV events is accompanied by a
worse fit to those empty bins, especially at and above the
6.3 PeV Glashow resonance.
We also do not employ the narrow width approximation

(NWA), as was done in previous studies, and instead use
the full expressions (A1), (B2), which include terms that
mix SM and LQ contributions. We do note that for
couplings ≲1, the NWA does provide fairly accurate
corrections to the neutrino-nucleus cross sections.

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for neutrino-quark interactions through LQ χ2=3, relevant for model B.

2We note that the LQ interactions should also affect the
atmospheric neutrino detection rate; however, this is a subdomi-
nant effect for the LQ masses under consideration here, given the
lower energy range of the atmospheric contribution (≲60 TeV).
We therefore take the postinteraction atmospheric background
from [74], thereby avoiding some of the systematics (e.g., self-
veto rates) involved in modeling the atmospheric neutrino flux.

3Although 54 were reported, one was a coincident muon track
whose energy could not be reconstructed.
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We take the event rate in each bin to follow Poisson
statistics. For each point in ðMLQ; xijÞ parameter space, we
first maximize the fit with respect to the four nuisance
parameters (γ, ϕ0, Nν;atm, Nμ), before evaluating the
goodness of fit, parametrized via the p value. This is done
via a Monte Carlo event simulation of the Poisson process.

C. Results

Even with known model parameters, the systematic
uncertainties in energy deposition make the enhanced cross
sections shown in Fig. 3 difficult to distinguish from the
standard case. An unknown inelasticity y for each event
means that only a fraction of the neutrino energy might
end up deposited in the ice, which smears the detected
spectrum—in addition to the ∼10% error on reconstructed
event energy EdepðEtrueÞ.
We perform the fitting procedure detailed above, includ-

ing event energy and topology information from the 53
IceCube HESE events. In the case where no new physics
interactions are present (SM only), we find a best-fit
spectrum

dϕastro

dEν
¼ ϕ0

�
Eν

100 TeV

�
−γ

ð9Þ

with γ ¼ 2.8 and ϕ0 ¼ 7.3 × 10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1.
Backgrounds are best fit by 10.7 atmospheric neutrinos,
and 4.9 veto-passing atmospheric muons.
We then perform a scan over LQ masses between 400

and 1500 GeV, and couplings between zero and 10. From
these likelihood evaluations, we note the following results:
(1) The addition of a leptoquark-mediated interaction

can generally be compensated by a change in the
spectral index and overall normalization of the
atmospheric flux, with no significant improvement
in the p value with respect to the standard model. For
model A, we find no parameter combination with

x11 < 10 that produces a significant change in the fit
to the IceCube data. In contrast, model B produces
changes that are large enough to produce a mild
exclusion line. It is not possible to obtain an event
distribution that reproduces the PeV events without
also increasing the expected event rate in the bins
where no events were observed. This is mainly
because the large required couplings also yield a
decay width that is too large, both suppressing and
widening the signal. These exclusions are shown in
the first panel of Fig. 4. It can be seen that they do
not reach the 2σ (1 − p ¼ 0.95) threshold.

(2) The best-fit astrophysical spectral index varies
around the Standard Model value, between γ ¼
2.7 and 3, while atmospheric flux is decreased by
a factor between 6 and 8, at the point of largest LQ
contribution (MLQ ¼ 400, x ¼ 10). An additional
atmospheric neutrino component is usually required
to compensate for the low-energy showers removed
by this rescaling. The number of atmospheric muons
is unsurprisingly stable, since these overwhelmingly
produce tracklike events. These degeneracies are
shown in the right-hand panels of Fig. 4.

(3) The addition of a scalar LQ coupling in both models
can lead to a slight improvement in the fit to the data,
though this is not statistically distinguishable from
the zero-coupling (Standard Model) line. In either
model, we see improvement in the p value by 0.05,
which is not distinguishable from the SM value
(p ∼ 0.35). The exact mass of the best-fit point is
also difficult to pinpoint, given the flatness of the
likelihood at couplings below x11∼ a few. For
model B, the best-fit point is at MLQ ¼ 800 GeV,
x11 ¼ y11 ¼ 0.75. The resulting spectrum (dashed
blue) is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 5; this
is clearly indistinguishable from the SM-only case
(solid blue). We have separated out showers (blue,
with black data points) from tracks (red).

FIG. 3. The ratio of neutrino-nucleon cross sections, between the Standard Model (SM)þ leptoquark model and the relevant Standard
Model only channel, for five different LQ masses. Left: model A, neutral current contribution only (x11 ¼ 1, x12 ¼ x13 ¼ 0.1). Middle:
model B neutral current contribution only (solid line); charged current contribution only (dashed line) (x11 ¼ y11 ¼ 1, all other
couplings set to zero). Right: ratio of the total cross section to the SM case (note different y scale).
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(4) Model A gives rise to a qualitatively very different
solution, though it remains statistically indistin-
guishable from the SM case: by suppressing
the astrophysical flux to ∼1=3 of its SM value
(i.e., ϕ0 → 2.4×10−18 GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1), a very
strongly coupled leptoquark (MLQ ¼ 500 GeV,
x11 ¼ 10) can yield an event distribution for cascade
events that is compatible with observations, while
suppressing the expected rate around the Glashow
peak. This improvement in the fit is somewhat
compensated by a worse fit to the observed tracklike
events. This leads to an overall small (≪1σ) improve-
ment in goodness of fit.Wemust furthermore discount
this solution, since it is incompatible with the collider
constraints we will find in the next section.

(5) One may ask whether the addition of a shower-
producing LQ coupling can mitigate the need for a
large track misidentification rate pmID. We find that
this is not the case: taking lower values of pmID leads
to an overall worse fit, which the LQ contribution is
unable to compensate in either model.

(6) Finally, if the spectral index is fixed to γ ¼ 2.5,
near the 4-year best fit reported by IceCube, such a
best-fit point is not recovered in either model; rather,
the largest p value is found with x11 ¼ y11 ¼ 0, and
the overall goodness of fit is reduced in the entire
parameter space. In contrast, adopting a two-
component power law leads to an improvement in
the overall fit, but the best LQ contribution remains
at zero.

FIG. 4. Constraints on model B from the 53 HESE IceCube events. Left: exclusion contours as a function of the LQ mass and
coupling; the best-fit point is shown as a red diamond. Middle: astrophysical neutrino flux necessary to accommodate the additional
force mediator. Right: best-fit number of atmospheric background neutrinos as a function of the LQ mass and coupling. We do not show
the corresponding figure for model A, since every point is within 1σ of the Standard Model. In all three plots the purple (dashed)
horizontal lines represent the perturbativity bound of the corresponding couplings.

FIG. 5. Spectrum as expected at IceCube for the best-fit point in model A (left) and model B (right). Atmospheric backgrounds are
separated in to tracks (magenta) and showers (light blue). Total tracks (atmosphericþ astrophysical) are shown in red, while the showers
(blue) are split into LQ contribution (dash-dotted line), SM contribution (dashed line), and total (solid line). Data points from four years
of IceCube data (crosses) are split into tracks (red) and showers (black). Note (1) the bin at Edep ¼ 300 TeV contains both a shower and
a track event, and (2) although we have not shown them for clarity, the zero-event bins up to Edep ¼ 10 PeV are included in our analysis.
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We end this section by noting that we have not used
angular information, nor have we allowed the flavor com-
position of the astrophysical flux to vary. Reference [54] has
shown that this can help, notably by removing the ν̄e
component leading to the Glashow peak. We anticipate that
angular information would lead to a slight improvement in
the significance of our results, whereas allowing the flavor
composition to vary would weaken it, and require extra
motivation to explain the lack of a ν̄e flux.

IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM LHC

The leptoquarks corresponding to both models can be
produced at the LHC and can be detected via its distinct
signatures [10,79–89]. Dedicated searches for the first two
generations of leptoquarks that couple with electrons or
muons have been performed at the LHC [16]. CMS has
constrained the leptoquark massMLQ ≥ 1100 GeV assum-
ing a 100% branching ratio of leptoquark decaying into a
charged lepton and jet. Previous

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV searches for
first generation LQs have also looked for channels con-
taining two electrons and at least two jets or an electron, a
neutrino, and at least two jets [19]. Recently, searches for
scalar leptoquark coupled to τ and b have resulted in
the constraint MLQ ≥ 850 GeV (again assuming a 100%
branching ratio). Additionally, in the models considered,
the leptoquark can also decay into a neutrino and a quark,
giving rise to multijet final states associated with large
missing energy. Therefore a number of SUSY searches for
multijet and missing transverse energy (MET) events can
be used to further constrain the model’s parameters.

A. Di-lepton + dijet

In model A, the leptoquark χ2=31 can be pair produced and
decays to a charged lepton and quark. A similar signal can
be mimicked by χ2=31 and χ5=32 in model B. We consider the
pair production of leptoquarks and the following signal
topologies:

pp → χ2=31 χ−2=31 → liql̄jq̄0 ðmodel AÞ; ð10Þ

pp→ χ5=32 χ−5=32 =χ2=31 χ−2=31 → liql̄jq̄0 ðmodel BÞ: ð11Þ

In the above, l ¼ e, μ and we consider the light quarks i.e.,
q, q0 ¼ u, d, and c, which lead to the most conservative
limits on the couplings. Below, we derive the limits on the
relevant couplings xij=yij using the combined 8 and 13 TeV
limit on the branching ratios of a leptoquark decaying into a
charged lepton and a quark [16]. The branching ratio of χ2=31

for model A is

Brðχ2=31 → ljqiÞ ¼
Mχ

16π

x2ij
Γðχ2=31 Þ

; ð12Þ

where Γðχ2=31 Þ is the total decay width of χ2=31 and has the
form

Γðχ2=31 Þ ¼ Mχ

16π
ðx211 þ x212 þ x213Þ: ð13Þ

With the experimental limit on the branching ratio of
LQ → ej denoted as β, and using the observed limit from
[16], an upper limit on x11 can be derived as

x211 ≤
β

1 − β
ðx212 þ x213Þ: ð14Þ

These are the same couplings x1i that also contribute to the
IceCube events.
For model B, the leptoquark χ2=32 can decay to both lj

and νj final states; hence it can potentially be constrained
both from IceCube and from the LHC. The constraints on
the coupling y11 that connects χ

2=3
2 with electron e and light

quark result in

y211 ≤
β

1 − β

� X
j¼1;2;3

x21j þ
X

j¼1;2;3

x22j

�
; ð15Þ

where we have considered χ2=32 interacts only with e and d
quark, and with light neutrinos (all flavors) and u, c quarks.
Similar expressions can also be derived for muons.
We show the limits on the couplings in Fig. 6, for both

models. The lines correspond to the limits on the branching
ratios of the leptoquarks decaying into an electron and jet
pair [16]. Comparable limits can be derived for the muon
final state.

(i) For model A we assume x12 ¼ x13 ¼ 0.1, while we
vary the leptoquark massMχ1=3

1

and the coupling x11.

The gray region is excluded from the letptoquark

FIG. 6. Constraints on the relevant couplings x11, y11 from the
CMS search for the first generation of leptoquark. Shaded region
corresponds to the excluded region at the 95% C.L. [16]. Gray
dashed line corresponds to the exclusion limit for model A and
the solid brown and purple lines represent model B. For model B,
the two lines correspond to the two choices of the parameters (a),
(b) defined in the text.
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search in the eejj channel.4 In this scenario, IceCube
cannot put a stringent constraint on the relevant
coupling x11 and the mass of χ1=31 . The most stringent
bound appears from the search presented in [16].

(ii) For model B we consider the following illustrative
benchmarks (a) both couplings x11 and y11 are equal,
i.e., we set x11 ¼ y11 and x12 ¼ x13 ¼ x21 ¼ x22 ¼
x23 ¼ 0.1 and, (b) x11, y11 ≠ 0, x11 ¼ 0.1, while all
other couplings are zero. We vary the leptoquark
mass Mχ2=3

2

and the relevant coupling y11. The

disallowed regions correspond to the area covered
by the brown solid [for (a)] and purple dotted lines
[for (b)] in Fig. 6.5

As discussed in Sec. III, the best-fit data point for
model B isMχ2=3

2

¼ 800GeV with x11 ¼ y11 ¼ 0.75.

Assuming all other couplings to be zero leads to
BRðχ2=3 → ejÞ ≃ 47%. However, this parameter
point is already ruled out by existing searches at
the LHC [16]. Even for other leptoquark masses, and
with x11 ¼ y11, the branching ratio of leptoquark
decaying to electron and jet remains similar. Follow-
ing [16], this imposes a limit Mχ2=3 ≳ 882 GeV. A
leptoquark with relatively higher mass Mχ2=3

2

∼ TeV

is still unconstrained from the present LHC searches,
while being in agreement with the 4-year HESE data
from IceCube.

Additionally, model B can also receive further constraint
from the leptoquark χ5=32 . The bound on the mass of
χ5=32 is even more stringent Mχ5=3

2

≥ 1.1 TeV [16] (as Br

χ5=32 → ej ¼ 100%) for x11 ¼ y11 and all other couplings
to be zero. The severe bound can however be relaxed if
additional interactions with the third-generation quarks i.e.,
x31t̄χ

5=3
2 e or x32t̄χ

5=3
2 μ, are present. For a substantial

branching ratio χ5=32 → te=μ, the limit on the branching

ratios of χ5=32 → ue=μ will be relaxed, resulting in a weaker
constraint on the χ5=3ue coupling. We show this in Fig. 7
for the scenario x11, x31 ≠ 0. The LQ state χ5=32 however
does not couple to light neutrinos and hence is not relevant
for the IceCube analysis.

B. Dijet + MET

The leptoquarks of model A and model B can further be
constrained from multijet searches. We adopt the 13 TeV
ATLAS search [90] and derive the constraints on the mass
and coupling using CheckMATE [91]. The leptoquarks
χ1=31 and χ2=32 mediate the processes

pp → χ1=31 χ−1=31 → qiνq̄jν̄ ðmodel AÞ; ð16Þ

pp → χ2=32 χ−2=32 → νqiν̄q̄j ðmodel BÞ: ð17Þ

For model A, we consider that the couplings x12 and x13
are fixed to the benchmark values 0.1. For lower mass and
large couplings, strong bounds exist on the leptoquark
mass. In Fig. 8, we show the contour plots for the statistical
parameter r, defined as

r ¼ ðS − 1.96ΔSÞ
S95exp

; ð18Þ

where S and ΔS represent the signal events and their
uncertainity, and the numerator denotes the 95% C.L. limit

FIG. 7. Correlation between the two branching ratios of
χ5=32 → tu and χ5=32 → eu. Gray shaded region corresponds to
the excluded region from CMS eejj search for first generation of
leptoquark, for MLQ ¼ 650 GeV. Similar limits hold for lepto-
quark connecting μ. Solid line corresponds to the scenario of
x31 ¼ 0.1, x11 ≠ 0, while the dashed line corresponds to
x31 ¼ x32 ¼ x33 ¼ 0.01, x11 ≠ 0. For both the lines we consider
x11 variation between 0.001-1.

FIG. 8. The contours for different r [see Eq. (18)] that
correspond to the dijetþMET limits [90], relevant for model
A. The region with r ≥ 1 is excluded at 95% C.L.

4In Fig. 6 and 8, we represent the leptoquark mass as
MLQ, i.e., for model A, and model B, this represents Mχ1=3

1

and Mχ2=3
2

, respectively.
5For other choices of coupling the bound on y11 will be

rescaled as x, hence, naively follow a simple rescaling.
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on the number of signal events from CheckMATE and the
denominator S95exp determines the experimental limit. The
excluded regions correspond to r ≥ 1. A number of cuts
have been used to derive the limits, such as the jet
transverse momentum pTðjÞ, the missing transvese energy
Emiss
T , meff , and the ΔΦðjet; Emiss

T Þ. See [90] for further
detail.
For lower masses such asMLQ ¼ 600 GeV, the coupling

x11 ≥ Oð1Þ is ruled out, as shown in Fig. 8. With increasing
leptoquark mass, such as TeV or larger, the limit on x11 is
strongly relaxed. A comparison between di-leptonþ dijet
(Fig. 6) and jetþMET (Fig. 8) for model A shows that
eejj gives a stronger bound on the leptoquark coupling x11.
For model B, we do not explicitly show the constraints on
the parameter space. For the best-fit points x11 ¼ y11 ¼
0.75 and MLQ ¼ 800 GeV as discussed in Sec. III C, the

branching ratio χ2=32 → jν is predicted to be 49.3%, which
leads to coupling y11 being largely unconstrained.
In addition to the collider constraints, leptoquark models

can also be constrained from different flavor violating
observables, such as, μ → eγ, μ − e conversion in nuclei
etc. This has been extensively studied in the literature
[92,93]. Typically, the tightest constraint arises from μ − e
conversion in nuclei that bounds jx11x12j ≲ 10−5 for a
∼TeV LQ in model A. However, model B with the choice
x11 ≠ 0 and all other couplings zero as has been considered
in Sec. III will remain unaffected from these constraints.

V. FLAVOR ANOMALIES

Recent LHCb observations on rare B-meson decays
show ∼2.5σ deviations from the SM in the observables
RK and RK� [25,28]. There are quite a few studies [29,32–
46] which explain these deviations using the leptoquarks of
model B. We therefore deem it relevant to add a short
discussion on the implications of these flavor anomalies on
the leptoquark models that we are considering.
Leptoquarks with hypercharge Y ¼ 7=6 from model B

have been proposed to explain the flavor anomalies in the
B → Kll decays [42], where the transition occurs through
one-loop processes, mediated by the leptoquark χ5=32 . This
can successfully explain both the RK and R�

K anomalies. In
order to explain the experimental results, fairly large
couplings x22, x32 are required, close to the edge of the

perturbative regime. Below, we examine in detail the
collider constraints on such large coupling. The partial
decay width of the leptoquark decaying in the cl and tl
states have the following form:

Γðχ5=32 → ltÞ ¼ jx3lj2
8πM3

χ5=3
2

ðM2

χ5=3
2

−m2
t Þ2;

Γðχ5=32 → lcÞ ¼ jx2lj2
8πM3

χ5=3
2

ðM2

χ5=3
2

−m2
cÞ2: ð19Þ

We consider the following two scenarios:
(i) Only x22 and x32 are nonzero and fairly large jx22j,

jx32j ≥ 1.0. This is required to satisfy the flavor
anomalies and is in agreement with [42]. As an
illustrative example, we consider two masses
mχ5=3

2

¼ 650 and 1000 GeV.

(ii) Additionally, the couplings including top-quark and
τ is nonzero and large, i.e., x33 > x32, x22, while
jx32j ∼ jx22j.

We show the branching ratios of χ5=32 decaying into cμ, tμ,
and tτ states in Table I, and further compare the benchmark
choices with the di-lepton+dijet search [16].
These above benchmark values of the couplings ensure

the 1.5σ agreement in the measurement of RK and RK� [42].
However, these can be further constrained from other LHC
searches, in particular di-lepton+dijet. In the absence of
coupling x33, the lower leptoquark mass 650 GeV with
large x32 and x22 gives a sizeable branching ratio
Brðχ5=32 → cμÞ ¼ 87%, larger than the experimental limit
Br1 ≤ 25%. For heavier or lower masses with additional
χ5=32 → tτ decay mode open, the branching ratio into

χ5=32 → cμ is yet unconstrained. Hence, a heavier lepto-
quark or lighter leptoquark with additional coupling with
third-generation quark and lepton can successfully explain
both the RK − R�

K anomalies, while remaining consistent
with di-lepton+dijet search. The leptoquark χ5=32 does not
couple with light neutrinos. Hence, a direct comparison
with the IceCube constraint cannot be performed.
In addition to the above processes, leptoquarks can further

be constrained from atomic parity violation (APV), KL →
μ−e and D0 → μ−e rare decays [57,80,86]. The constraint

TABLE I. Predicted branching ratios for benchmark values of the mass of the leptoquark χ5=32 and the couplings
x22, x32 and x33. Note that the scenario � is ruled out by the leptoquark search for pp → LQ LQ → μμjj [16]. The
experimental limit on the branching ratios Br1 and Br2 are 0.25 and 0.86, respectively, following [16].

Mχ5=3
2

(GeV) x22 x32 x33 Brðχ2 → cμÞ Brðχ2 → tτÞ Brðχ2 → tμÞ
650 (*) −2.4 1.0 0 0.87 (>Br1) 0 0.13
650 2 −1.5 5 0.15 (<Br1) 0.78 0.07
1000 (*) −3.4 1.2 0 0.89 (>Br2) 0 0.10
1000 3.4 −1.4 5 0.31 (< Br2) 0.64 0.05
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fromD0 decays on the product ofYukawa is ratherweak. The
KL → μe branching ratio is bounded as 4.7 × 10−12. This
puts a stringent constraint on χ2=32 as jy22y�11j ≤ 2.1 × 10−5

for a TeV scale χ2=32 [80] from model B (similar constraint

holds for χ2=31 for χ2=31 ofmodelA).Additionally bounds from
APV translates as jy11j ≤ 0.3ðMLQ=1 TeVÞ. This is more
stringent in the higher mass regionMLQ ∼ TeV. A compari-
son between Fig. 6 and the APV bound [86] shows that for
lower mass, the 13 TeV LHC limit from the lljj search [16]
puts a more stringent limit. For detailed discussion on APV
bound, see [80,86].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have analyzed the constraints on scalar
leptoquarks with hypercharge Y ¼ 1=6 and 7=6 that arise
from neutrino as well as collider experiments. Strongly
interacting scalar leptoquarks can contribute to the high-
energy IceCube events, which we have explored in detail.
Previous studies have shown that such a new scalar can

successfully improve fits to the high-energy PeV events.
However, we show that this generically tends to worsen the
fit to bins where zero events were observed, once the entire
range of 10 TeV to 10 PeV is taken into account.
Furthermore, we have shown that self-consistently allowing
the astrophysical and atmospheric flux to vary strongly
reduces the power to distinguish a leptoquark signal. Once
the full range is taken into account, the high-energy events
seen at IceCube do not carry sufficient statistical power to
exclusively confirm or exclude the presence of the scalar
leptoquark.
We further consider a number of LHC searches, such as

collider constraint for first-generation leptoquark in the
eejj final state, the dijetþmet constraint, as well as the
recently reported flavor anomalies RK and RK� by LHCb.
We show that both light and heavier leptoquarks in the
400–1200 GeV mass range can be in agreement with the
IceCube events. However, lighter leptoquark states, e.g.,
with masses around 500 GeV, are further constrained from
the eejj search. Heavier leptoquarks in the TeV mass range
can be in agreement with both IceCube and LHC. We
further examine the models in the context of the B → Kll
anomalies and find that the low mass leptoquark can
consistently explain the flavor anomalies and can be in
agreement with di-lepton+dijet bound, if the branching
ratio of the leptoquark decaying to a charm and muon is less
that 10%.
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APPENDIX A: NEUTRINO-NUCLEON
INTERACTIONS FOR MODEL A

For model A, the relevant interactions for IceCube are
the neutrino-nucleon neutral current interactions mediated
by the leptoquark. Note that, in this model, the leptoquark
χ1 does not generate any charged current type interactions
that can contribute in IceCube. Below, we write all the
possible interaction terms, taking into account the SM
contribution.
Considering the NC-type processes (νidj → νkdl and

νid̄j → νkd̄l), the differential cross section for neutrino-
nucleon6 (ν̄ − N) interaction will be given by

d2σνj
dxdy

¼ mNEν

16π
x
X
i

½fjafij j2 þ jbfij j2ð1 − yÞ2gqiðx;QÞ

þ fjbfīj j2 þ jafīj j2ð1 − yÞ2gq̄iðx;QÞ�; ðA1Þ

where the sum is over the quark flavors, and the PDFs are
qi ¼ u, d, c, s, b (we ignore top contributions) and q̄i ¼ ū,
d̄, c̄, s̄, b̄. The afij and bfij coefficients contain the
information about the interactions (both SM and LQ)
between neutrino flavor j and quark flavor i. For χ1=31

mediated processes only down-type quarks take part.
Dropping the neutrino (j) index when the LQ interaction
is not present, and recalling GF ≡ ffiffiffi

2
p

g2=8m2
W , these coef-

ficients are

afu ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Lfu

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

¼ afū ; ðA2aÞ

bfu ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2 θwÞ
Rfu

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

¼ bfū ; ðA2bÞ

afd ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Lfd

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

¼ afd̄ ; ðA2cÞ

bfdj ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Rfd

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

−
xdjxdk

xsðEνÞ −M2
LQ

;

ðA2dÞ

6Note that here N corresponds to either the proton or the
neutron; we have not followed the common approach of
averaging over nucleons [which yields terms proportional to
ðuþ dÞ=2], since ice is not isoscalar.
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bfd̄j ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Rfd

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

−
xdjxdk

Q2ðx; y; EνÞ − xsðEνÞ −M2
LQ

: ðA2eÞ

afc ¼ afu and afs ¼ afb ¼ afd , and likewise for the b
coefficients. Note that only the k ¼ j components interfere
with the SM Z exchange. We have used the kinematical
quantities

sðEνÞ ¼ 2mNEν; Qðx; y; EνÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2xymNEν

p
:

Finally,

Lfu ¼
1

2
−
2

3
sin2θw; Lfd ¼ −

1

2
þ 1

3
sin2θw;

Rfu ¼ −
2

3
sin2θw; Rfd ¼

1

3
sin2θw:

Here y ¼ E0
ν

Eν
withE0

ν ¼ ðEν − ElÞ being the energy loss of the
incoming neutrino. The ν̄ − N differential cross section can
be written following Eq. (A1) by interchanging qi ↔ q̄i.

APPENDIX B: NEUTRINO-NUCLEON
INTERACTIONS FOR MODEL B

The leptoquark χ2=32 from model B can contribute in NC
type as well as CC type processes, as shown in Fig. 2. The
relevant neutrino-nucleon cross sections are discussed below.

1. NC type processes

Considering the NC-type processes (ν̄iūj → ν̄kūl and
ν̄iuj → ν̄luk), the differential cross section for antineutrino-
nucleon (ν̄ − N) interaction in this case is the same as for
model A (A1). For χ2=32 the NC type processes only up type
quarks take part. This time, the explicit forms of afi and bfi
are given by

afu ¼
g2

ð1− sin2θwÞ
Lfu

ðQ2ðx;y;EνÞþm2
ZÞ

¼ afū ; ðB1aÞ

bfuj ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Rfu

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

−
xujxuk

Q2ðx; y; EνÞ − xsðEνÞ −M2
LQ

; ðB1bÞ

bfū ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Rfu

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

−
xujxuk

xsðEνÞ −M2
LQ

;

ðB1cÞ

afd ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Lfd

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

¼ afd̄ ; ðB1dÞ

bfd ¼
g2

ð1 − sin2θwÞ
Rfd

ðQ2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
ZÞ

¼ bfd̄ : ðB1eÞ

Once more, the second- and third-generation couplings are
the same as u and d, except that we set the LQ couplings xij
to zero. The NC type ν̄ − N differential cross section can be
written following the interchanges qi ↔ q̄i.

2. CC type processes

Since the LQ χ2=32 can also lead to charged leptons in the
final state of neutrino-quark interactions it will lead to CC
type processes (e.g., νiūj → ekd̄l and νidj → ekul) also, see
Fig. 2. The differential cross section for the neutrino
nucleon cross section in this case is given by

d2σCCνj
dxdy

¼ mNEν

16π
x
X
i

ðjafji j2qiðx;QÞ

þ jbfjī j2ð1 − yÞ2q̄iðx;QÞÞ: ðB2Þ

The a’s and b’s are

afu ¼
g2

Q2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
W
¼ bfd ; ðB3aÞ

bfu ¼
g2

Q2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
W
−

xujykl
xsðEνÞ −M2

LQ
; ðB3bÞ

afd ¼
g2

Q2ðx; y; EνÞ þm2
W
−

xujykl
Q2ðx; y; EνÞ − xsðEνÞ −M2

LQ
:

ðB3cÞ

The antineutrino-nucleon differential cross section can
again be obtained from Eq. (B2) by interchanging the
quark and antiquark PDFs.
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